
 

  

 

JOURNEY TO 
THE LAND OF BUDDHA 



 

  

 
 
 

Stretching like a lunar landscape, high in the  remote regions of the Karakoram 
mountains, the  plateau of Ladakh- wild, vast and barren – has a compelling charm and beauty of its 
own. Awesome snow covered mountains tower above frighteningly close, terrifying gorges that descend  
almost vertically to snake-like rivers thousands of feet below.  
 
Startling patches of greenery break the bleak landscape – wherever there is water at the base of a 
glacier or in a river valley. Here one is likely to find Ladakh’s famous apricot orchards or giant cabbage 
heads; as also radish, potatoes and turnips growing to giant sizes because of longer daylight and strong 
intensity of ultra violet rays. 
 
Pangantso is the high altitude lake situated in the Rupshu region of eastern Ladakh,  surrounded by 
mountains and is formed by a tributary of the Spiti river. This rare habitat attracts the Barehead Goose, 
which breeds around the inlets of the lake during the summer months.   

 
HIGHLIGHTS 

 Trek over the high mountain passes and  
 Village walks and interaction with locals. 
 High altitude camping 
 Insight of Buddhist culture 
 Monastery visits and interaction with Monks 
 Local family visit  
 Double hump camel ride 

 
 
 
 
 

TRIP OVERVIEW 



 

  

 
 
*Key code for activity level rating: 

1. Relaxed Some physical stamina necessary, mostly relaxed pace of activity 
2. Easy Up to 3 hours of (generally easy) physical activity a day 
3. Moderate  3 to 5 hours of activity a day and/or elevation gain, higher altitude, longer 

distance, uneven terrain. 
4. Challenging 5 to 7 hours of sustained physical activity, good levels of fitness and 

technical ability required. 
5. Extreme More than 7 hours of activity and/or involving high levels of technical ability 

and stamina. Involves long days and distances, extended camping, high 
altitude or ascent for extensive days. 

Tour Highlights  
 
Total no. of days :   11 
Best time :    May till Mid October 
Grade :     Moderate 
Tour Outline : Arrive Delhi - Leh- Likir- Yangthang-Ang-Khalse-Leh-Nubra Valley-Leh-

Delhi-Agra-Delhi Departure 
 
Day 01: Arrival Delhi 
Morning arrive at Delhi International Airport clear your custom formalities. 
Our representative will meet and greet you at the Airport later you will be transferred to your hotel in 
Delhi, check-in to the Hotel. 
Today have a panoramic tour of Delhi city and also visit Gurudwara Bangla Shib, Lakshmi Narayan 
Temple, India Gate. Drive past through President’s House and government buildings. 
Lunch at Local Restaurant during the visit. 
Dinner and overnight at the Hotel. 
 
Accommodation Delhi: Hotel 
Meals Lunch, dinner 
Activity Airport transfer & Delhi city tour 
 
Day 02: Delhi-Leh by air ht. 3445m (dep 0610 arr 0730 hrs) 
You are met on arrival and transferred to your hotel. While the town has come a long way from the days 
when polo was played on its main street, Leh still retains a pleasant traditional quality.  Rest of the day to 
rest and for high altitude acclimatization. In the evening stroll through the main street of the town is 
more than enough exercise to begin with.  
Overnight at hotel. 
 
Accommodation Leh: Hotel 
Meals Light Breakfast on board , Lunch, dinner 
Activity 01 hr 20 min flight  

 

 



 

  

 

Day 03: Leh – Shanti Stupa, Shankar Monastery 
Morning free for acclimatization.   
 
After lunch at hotel half day walking tour of Leh, 
which includes walk to Shanti Stupa, the Stupa 
was constructed by a Japanese Buddhist 
organization, known as 'The Japanese for World 
Peace'. The aim behind the construction of the 
stupa was to commemorate 2500 years of 
Buddhism and to promote World Peace. His 
Holiness, the Dalai Lama inaugurated the Shanti 
Stupa in the year 1985.  
A magnificent white-domed structure, the Shanti 
Stupa of Leh Ladakh offers spectacular views of 
the sunrise and sunset.  
 
Afterwards take a walk to Shankar Monastery - a relativity modern monastery and serves as the 
residence of the head priest Kushok Bakul.   A number of gold icons are to found here. It belongs to the 
Gelukpa or the Yellow Hat Sect.Evening free to explore local market and Leh town.  
Dinner and overnight at Leh hotel. 
 
Accommodation Leh: Hotel 
Meals Breakfast, lunch, dinner 
Activity 3-4 hrs walking tour monastery visit 
 
Day 04: Leh- Thiksey, Hemis and Sehy 
Early morning drive to Thiksey monastery to witness the morning prayers in the Monastery. The prayer 
starts at 0600 hrs and lasts for an hour. One of the most beautiful monasteries of Ladakh, it belongs to 
the Gelukpa Order of Buddhism. Sherab Zangpo of Stod got the Thiksey Monastery built for the first 
time, at Stakmo.However, later Spon Paldan Sherab, the nephew of Sherab Zangpo, reconstructed the 
monastery.in the year 1430 AD. The new monastery was sited on a hilltop, to the north of Indus River. 
Thiksey Gompa serves as the residence of approximately eighty monks. It has been served, for quite a 
long time, by the successive reincarnations of the Skyabsje Khanpo Rinpoche. After the prayer ceremony 
drive back to hotel for breakfast. 
 



 

  

 
 
 
 
Afterwards we drive to visit Hemis monastery to witness Hemis Festival. Hemis was founded under the 
direct patronage of members of the ruling Namgyal Dyansty. Hemis Monastery holds the distinction of 
being the biggest as well as the wealthiest monastery of Ladakh. It dates back to the year 1630 and was 
founded by the first incarnation of Stagsang Raspa Nawang Gyatso. Hemis Monastery is positioned 
inside agorge, at a distance of approximately 47 km from Leh. Belonging to the Dugpa Order, it stands 
on the western bank of the Indus River. The monastery also boasts of a very rich collection of ancient 
relics. After visit drive to Thiksey village and from there we take a walk to Shey Village (approx 30 
minutes walk). Enroute visit the local houses and interact with villagers.After lunch, visit Shey gomap. 
The main image inside the Shey Monastery is that of Buddha Shalyamuni. It is a huge image of the 
seated Buddha and is considered to be the biggest metal statue and the second  
largest Buddha statue in the Ladakh region. Copper sheets, gilded with gold, make up this amazing 
Buddha statue. A large bowl of wax with a central flame, symbolizing divinity and purity, is placed in 
front of the Buddha statue. This flame burns continuously for one year, before getting replaced. 
 
Drive back to hotel for dinner and overnight. 
 
Accommodation Leh: Hotel 
Meals Breakfast, lunch (Packed), dinner 
Activity 4-5 hrs drive / 2-3 hrs walking tour / monastery visit 
 
Day 05: Leh – Likir-Yangthang 
Morning depart by surface for Likir. En route to Phyang monastery.  After visiting Likir monastery start 
trek. Take a short cut across the river, which comes form, the Gompa.  Take a good path then enter arid 
terrain.  Gradual climb two small passes the Pobe-La.  From the pass, you go to the village of Sumdo (2-½ 
hrs) taking short cuts or the trail.  Cross the river (bridge),  leave the village on the right and side.  Carry 
on through small, dry valleys for about 45 minutes until reaching the summit of the Charatse - la.  From 
the pass you rise in Yangtang in 20 minutes.  
Overnight in Home stay. 



 

  

 
 
 
Accommodation Yangthang: Home stay 
Meals Breakfast, lunch, dinner 
Activity 2 hrs drive / 2-3 hrs trek / monastery visit 
 
Day 06: Yangtang – Rizong – Ang- trek 
Trek for about 2-3 hrs for Rizong monastery.  Spend some time visiting the monastery.  Go down for 
about 10 minutes to the valley of Wulle.  Good bridge across the river.  Then climb for 50 minutes to the 
Sermanchan-la before making an easy descent towards Hemis-Shukpachen, a major village, the name of 
which comes from the conifers (shukpa=cedar) which are found in this valley.  Beautiful gompa. Cross 
the village to go onto a village a kind of flat as far as an ill defined pass.  Steep descent, then go across  
the mountain side (right hand side) and climb a rather a steep slope to the summit of the Mepek-la (2 
hrs from Hemis-Shukpachan).  Easy half-hour descent towards the village Ang. Overnight in tents. 
 

 
 
Accommodation Ang: Tents 
Meals Breakfast, lunch(Packed),  dinner 
Activity 4-5 hrs trek / village visit  
 
Day 07: Ang-Tingsmogang-Khalse – Uletopko trek 
From Ang, head towards the south, go to the major village of Tingsmogang (30 minutes).  Perhaps the 
richest valley in Ladakh. A road suitable for motor traffic links Tingsmogang and Nurla.   From 
Tingsmogang follow the path leading to Tea.  Constant succession of fields and houses.  Above tea, a 
very little known monastery: Katza.  Cross-fields to the river (west) then steep climb to the Bongbong-la 
(about one hour Timgsmogang.)  A long gentle slopping descent into a beautiful barren landscape.  From 
a small pass, steep but sharp descent the road.  From there allow a bit more a bit more than one hour to 
Khalse.  Walk down to road head and from there drive to Uletopko.  
Overnight at Hotel. 
 
Accommodation Uletopko: Hotel 
Meals Breakfast, lunch(Packed), dinner 
Activity 4-5 hrs trek / monastery visit 
 



 

  

 
 
 
Day 08: Uletokpo – Alchi - Leh 
Walk down to road head and from there drive to Leh. Enroute visit Alchi monastery. 
Alchi Choskar is the largest and most famous of all of them. Alchi Choskar was constructed by Rinchen 
Lhakhang.  
Alchi Gompa dates back to the year 1000 AD and was built by the Translator, Rinchen Zangpo. He even 
made a reference about the monastery in his biogra phies. It is written that he brought thirty-two 
sculptors and wood carvers from Kashmir, for the construction of the Alchi Monastery of Leh Ladakh.  
Three sacred temples, with the main one being that of Rinchen Lhakhang at Lotsa Lhakhang, make up a 
major part of the Alchi Gompa of Ladakh. However, there are other temples also, namely Jamyang 
Lhakhang (Manjusri temple), Sumtsag Lhakhang and so on. There are a number of images inside the 
monastery. However, the main one is that of Vairocana. The other images include the ones of the five 
Buddha Families, along with their attendant deities.  
After visit drive back to Leh.  
Overnight at hotel. 
 
Accommodation Leh : Hotel 
Meals Breakfast, lunch (Packed), dinner 
Activity 4 hrs drive / village walk and monastery visit  
 
Day 09: Leh - Dislit- ht 4350 mtrs -Over Khardong La-ht 5460 mtrs   
After breakfast drive to Diskit village 120 kms; (5-6 hrs) over Khardong La, the highest motorable road 
pass in the world. The view from the top of this pass is amazing. One can see all the way south over the 
Indus Valley to the seemingly endless peaks and ridges of the Zanskar range, and north to the giants of 
the Saser massif. After crossing the pass, drive another 80 kms; (2-3 hrs) across the river Shyok to reach 
Diskit.  
Overnight at Camp. 
 
Accommodation Disket : Fix Camp 
Meals Breakfast, lunch (Packed), dinner 
Activity 5-6 hrs drive / Cross Khardungla pass(5460 mt) 

Day 10: Disket- ht 4600mtrs-Hundar-ht 4150mtrs – Diskit 
Morning visit Diskit monastery perched on a rock overhanging a stream, which is the source of energy, 
used by the mills of the monastery. The monastery is full of Tangkas (silk paintings), magnificent giant 
statues of the Buddha and old mural paintings in which can be noted a multitude of influences.  Later 
drive to Hundar. Bacterian camel safari subjects to availability.  
Overnight in camp at Diskit. 

 
 

 

 
 

Disket : Fix Camp 
Meals Breakfast, lunch (Packed), dinner 
Activity 4-5 hrs drive / monastery visit / double hump camel ride 



 

  

 

 

 

Day 11: Diskit Leh-by surface 

After breakfast drive to Leh over Khardung la. Afternoon rest & relax or take a walk to the local market. 
Overnight at Guest House/hotel. 

 

Accommodation Leh: Hotel 
Meals Breakfast, lunch, dinner 
Activity 5-6 hrs drive / Cross Khardungla pass(5460 mt) 
 
Day 12  Leh – Delhi (Flight dep 0915, arr 1035 hrs) – Agra   
Departure transfer to board the flight for Delhi, met upon arrival at New Delhi airport and directly drive 
to Agra. 
On arrival at Agra transfer to your hotel. Evening  free to rest and relax.  
Dinner Overnight at hotel. 
 
Accommodation Agra :  Hotel 
Meals Breakfast, Lunch, dinner  
Activity Airport Transfer and 210 Kms drive  
 
Day 13  Agra – Delhi  
Early Morning visit Taj Mahal (remain closed on Fridays). 
Back to the Hotel and breakfast. 
Check-out and drive to Delhi. On arrival in Delhi transfer to your hotel and check-in.  
Farewell dinner at the Hotel and over night. 
 
Accommodation Delhi :  Hotel 
Meals Breakfast, Lunch, dinner  
Activity Taj Mahal visit, 210 Kms drive  
 
 
 



 

  

 
 
 
Day 14   Depart from Delhi  
Today after breakfast check-out. 
You will be transferred to Delhi Airport International terminal for your onwards flight to home.  
 

END OF THE JOURNEY 
 
 

DO'S & DON’TS FOR YOUR LADAKH VISIT 
Do's 
 Always carry drinking water as hydration is vital in high altitude conditions to keep you going. Carrying 

snacks and energy drinks is also mandatory. 
 Do pack cotton wear, light woollens, strong walking shoes, sunglasses and other items in your 

backpack. A good sunscreen, body lotion, sun glasses and moisturizer is also recommended as it will 
keep your skin protected. Weather remains good during the day and get a bit cold during the night. It is 
always advised that clients should carry woollens/ Shawls but most important they should carry a rain 
coat.  

 Take Disprin with you if you want to go to Khardung La, as it is very high altitude of 5359m. 
 If you are not able to go further from a particular spot in day, do not move stay there, as road condition is 

very bad in some places and it would be very difficult to travel in night. 
 Temperature in Ladakh is too low and if you will throw any biodegradable item, it will remain in the same 

state for very long time, especially in snow, people defecate and the shit remains in the same form for 
years, so please try the Ladakhi winter toilets. 

 Make a first-aid box and carry proper medicines for headache, fever, and vomiting also in it. 
 There is electricity problem in Leh, so it is better to take extra batteries for digital products like camera, 

mobiles phones, etc. Charge them fully before leaving for the tour. You may not get electricity at some 
remote places and also because of the cold, the battery gets discharged soon. 

 If you are planning to visit Leh-Ladakh on your bike, please make a group of 2 or more. Please do not go 
alone on bikes, especially Royal Enfield Electra or Bullet as it is very dangerous. 

 Carry only post-paid Sims of BSNL, AIRTEL 
 Please carry 2 Passport Size Photographs each and photo identity proof along with them.  
 
Dont's 
 If you reach Leh by air, stay that day and do not plan to go anywhere for that day, as you will need a day 

or two to acclimatize yourself. Drink plenty of fluids (that does not include alcohol), do not move much for 
the first two to three days. 

 Don't use Polythene bags. Ladakh is a "no polythene" zone. Kindly respect this and please carry back all 
the plastic you take with you. 

 Refill your water bottles instead of buying new ones. Mountain water is good. If you have doubt, boil it 
and refill. 

 Avoid wearing clothes such as skirts, sleeveless blouse or tops while travelling in Ladakh, especially 
in Buddhist Gompas as you might offend their sentiments. 

 Avoid consuming alcohol and smoking during the initial days of your Ladakh trip. Besides, avoiding 
them completely can be good for your health and the trip. 
 
 
 
 
 



 

  

 
 

Note:  
Acute mountain sickness can occur to any one at an altitude above 10,000 ft. from the sea level. The most 
common symptoms of acute mountain sickness are headache disturb sleep loss of appetite, nausea, 
coughing, irregular breathing, breathlessness, lassitude and lack of concentration. Since Leh Town is situated 
at an altitude of 11,500 ft. above sea level. It is advisable to take the following precautions, so as to 
acclimatize your body properly. 

1. Take complete rest for the first 36 hours of your arrival at Leh. However, this period may vary with 
different people. 

2. Your body should get used to the lower oxygen levels. 
3. Incase you develop any of the above-mentioned symptoms, please consult a Doctor. 

Altitude Sickness: 

Anybody can fall prey to acute mountain sickness at an altitude of 10,000 ft. above sea level. Therefore, it is 
necessary to take full rest on the day of arrival and get yourself acclimatized. People with high blood pressure 
and heart ailments should refrain themselves from planning a trip to Ladakh. 

Clothing: 

The peak summer months from mid-June to September have a pleasant temperature and therefore single T-
shirts or shirts can do. In winters (from November to February), one needs heavy woolen clothes and warm 
jackets. However, in most parts of the Leh- Ladakh region, there is a drastic fluctuation in the daily 
temperature. Therefore, tourists should carry woolen clothes and sweaters while packing their bags for the 
trip. 

Money and Currency: 

There are a very few hotels and tour operators which accept credit card but charge 2% service tax. In the 
main Leh city, various private banks such as State Bank of India, Jammu and Kashmir Bank, HDFC Bank, 
Punjab National Bank and Axis Bank have placed their ATM machine. 

Communications: 

Since most of the markets and STD booths in Leh Tourism board has its own wireless radiophone network 
that connects its offices h Ladakh region gets closed before 10 PM, it is better to get in touch with your near 
and dear ones before evening time. The General Post Office and Telegraph Office available in the Leh town 
also helps in communication. The state tat Leh, Kargil and Padum with those in Jammu, Srinagar and Delhi. 

Languages Spoken: 

The main language spoken in Ladakh region is Boti. Other languages spoken in this region include Brokshat, 
Changshat, Balti and Shina. Use of English and Hindi languages can be seen in schools, offices and 
restaurants. 

Bike and Car Rental: 

Bike and Car rentals is also available in Leh City. However it is recommended that unless you are a seasoned 
Biker, do not venture out of the city of Leh with these rented bikes as a breakdown outside the city will mean 
a lot of time before help can reach you. 

 

 



 

  

 

 

Popular Activities: 

Ladakh is an ideal destination for adventure enthusiasts. You can go for trekking, mountaineering, white 
water rafting etc. You will also try traditional sports such as polo and archery, and camel safaris across the 
countryside. 

 


